FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
some out for his two-year stay and gave me a slip of paper
torn from my note-book as a receipt. The most fascinating
pieces of equipment, however, were the gloves. Three kinds
of leather and two qualities of fur were spent on them.
They could be worn as gloves pure and simple or, by
loosening a few straps and buckles and releasing a little
hidden sack of more fur, as a muff.
I may admit that it was difficult to find the proper sizes
for me because I am not exactly slim. Neither, for that
matter, is the average Russian and so I got what I wanted
after an hour and a half trying on and putting off. True,
the boots were two sizes too large and the coat one too small;
but three pairs of socks and a pair of stockings brought rny
feet up to the dimensions of the boots, and a belt safeguarded
the coat on my back.
Then I went on to order some foodstuffs from the 'Gas-
tronom', which sent them to my flat just half an hour before
I left. I bought tinned fruit, chocolate, cheese; and some of
Russia's delicious vegetable and meat preserves, all com-
pletely unnecessary as it turned out, for the dining-car on the
train had quite good provisions this year. Finally, after
eight days of fuming and waiting while red tape was un-
ravelled, I got my Arctic visa, confirming that the journalist
Smolka was entitled to go to the otherwise closed regions
of the Soviet North, thanks to this special permit issued
by the Foreign Department of the Moscow section of the
Commissariat of Interior (the late G.P.U,). I folded it
neatly so as not to break the photograph and found it
exactly in that position when I cleared my wallet a week
after my return to London. Nobody had asked me for it
during the whole time in the North.
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